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EXPERIENCE

GRAPHIC DESIGNER: EQUINIX, INC.
9/2017–present
 - proactively communicate with project requesters to resolve designs and   
 deliver assets according to timeline

 - collaborated with European internet exchange team to create t-shirt design 
for industry event that went on to be widely used as unofficial logo of group

 - assisted in developing infographic style that is now being applied to newly 
created assets and is inspiration for current brand refresh

 - created a series of web banners that were used as basis of HR recruiting 
campaign across social media platforms

CREATIVE INTERN: RINGCENTRAL
6/2017–9/2017
 - rebranded intern program including new logo, photography, & website
 - supported HR & marketing with their quarterly communication materials
 - meticulously typeset & formatted whitepaper documents
 - managed multiple projects & prioritized tasks to efficiently complete them
 - collaborated with project requesters to reach design solutions

CUSTOMER MARKETING INTERN: RINGCENTRAL
6/2016–8/2016
 - researched customer onboarding processes of competitors and conducted 
internal experiment with company’s onboarding experience in order to  
provide insights to marketing executives

 - optimized landing pages for conversion and better brand alignment
 - assisted in developing online communication center for admins & end users
 - managed multiple projects requested from creative team and provided 
design feedback to achieve project objectives

JESSICA NOEL PHOTOGRAPHY
4/2013–present
 - communicating with clients to arrange sessions & create vision for shoot
 - shooting photos during session & ensuring client satisfaction
 - organizing, editing, and delivering high quality images to clients

BLOGGER: WWW.FOREIGNROOM.COM
1/2013–6/2017
 - developed & produced all written content that appears on site
 - fostered engagement among readers & followers on social media
 - professionally collaborated with companies & brands
 - marketed site through multiple social media platforms
 - networked with other bloggers to build mutually benefiting relationships

EDUCATION
BA DESIGN STUDIES: SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Class of 2017
RELEVANT COURSEWORK:
introduction to graphic design, visual communications & processes,
graphic design history & theory, design in society, introduction to
typography, drawing & composition, two-dimensional design,
art history, black & white photography, modern architecture history

OBJECTIVE 
Passionate, driven graphic designer

looking to leverage experience working
in a fast-paced creative team to make a 

positive impact in next endeavor.

JESSICA PANIAN
graphic designer

SKILLS
- Adobe InDesign
- Adobe Illustrator
- Adobe Photoshop
- Adobe Lightroom

- Social Media Networking
- Photography
- Photo Editing

- Blogging
- Workfront & Kapost

LET’S CONNECT
Santa Clara, CA
(650) 773-9577

jesspanian@gmail.com
www.jessicapanian.com

www.jessicanoelphoto.com


